A blind signature is a form of digital signature in which the content of a message is blinded before it is signed. The first blind digital signature scheme was proposed by Chaum in 1982. Chaum constructed the blind signatures as a key tool for developing anonymous electronic cash system. In this paper we propose two blind signature schemes and an elliptic curve version of Shao's signature scheme. Our schemes are based on the difficulty of solving the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem.
Introduction
Diffie and Hellman proposed in 1976 the public key cryptography [3] . They have invented the concept of the encryption scheme and the digital signature scheme based on the public key. Since then, several digital signature schemes have been constructed. The most popular signature schemes are the RSA signature scheme [18] and the ElGamal signature scheme [4] . The RSA signature scheme is based on the difficulty of factoring a large composite number and the ElGamal signature scheme is based on the difficulty of solving discrete logarithms. Schnorr proposed in 1991 a variant [19] of the ElGamal signature scheme. Also, NIST proposed the DSA signature scheme [12] . The Schnorr's signature and the DSA signature were shortened to 320 bits.
David Chaum proposed first in 1982 blind signatures [1] in order to construct an electronic version of money (electronic cash system). Blind signatures allow a user to obtain signatures from a signer on any document, in such a way that the signer learns nothing about the message that is being signed. Blind signature schemes have been widely used to protect customers' right to privacy in the untraceable electronic cash (ecash) systems [2] . However, it is easy to make multiple copies of the electronic coin, which is in the form of number strings. Therefore, blind signature schemes are used in order to eliminate the possible abuse of unlinkability. A number of blind signature schemes have been proposed to date [5] , [10] , [11] , [14] , [22] . The blind signature schemes are useful in some applications [21] where the anonymity is a big issue. Examples include the online voting systems and the electronic cash systems [13] , [15] , [16] , [17] .
In this paper we propose two blind signature schemes and an elliptic curve version of Shao's signature scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review the model of a blind signature scheme, the elliptic curves cryptography and the Shao's signature scheme. Then we present our signature schemes in the section 3. Furthermore, we discuss some aspects of security in the section 4. The section 5 concludes the work of our paper.
Preliminaries
In this section we review the model of a blind signature scheme, the basic knowledges of the elliptic curve cryptography and the Shao's signature scheme.
The model of a blind signature scheme
In this section we review the definition of a blind signature scheme and its security [6] . The blind signatures are treated as an interactive protocols between two players: The security of a blind signature scheme consists of two properties: blindness and non-forgeability.
Elliptic curve cryptography
In 1985, Miller [9] and Koblitz [7] introduced Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) which has attracted increasing attention in recent years due to its shorter key length requirement in comparison with other public key cryptosystems such as DSA [12] , ElGamal [4] and RSA [18] . For example, 160-bit elliptic curve version of DSA signature algorithm (ECDSA) has a security level equivalent to 1024-bit DSA signature algorithm. Such advantages make elliptic curve cryptography a better choice for public key cryptography.
The elliptic curve cryptosystems are based on the elliptic curve logarithm problem over a finite field. Unlike other popular cryptosystems such as DSA, RSA or ElGamal, the elliptic curve cryptosystem is much more difficult to break at equivalent key lengths. ( ) 
Next, we give a definition of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem [8] . 
Elliptic curve cryptography is particularly useful in applications where the memory, the bandwidth and/or the computational power is limited (e.g., smartcards, wireless communications).
Shao's signature scheme
We shortly describe Shao's signature scheme [20] . The parameters of this scheme are as follows. Let p and q be large prime numbers such that q|(p-1) 
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Parameters of our signature schemes
Let p and q be large prime numbers such that q|(p-1). Let H and H' be collision-resistant hash functions where:
and   * * : 0,1
Choose an elliptic curve E defined over a finite field F p of characteristic greater than three and calculate the order of the elliptic curve #E(F p ). Let P be a point of order q on the elliptic curve E, where q|#E(F p ). Let m∈{0,1} * be a message.
Blind signature version of Shao's signature scheme
In this subsection we construct a blind signature scheme from the Shao's signature scheme. 
and sends it to the user.
 The user computes:
The blind signature of the message m is   
Elliptic curve version of Shao's signature scheme
In this subsection we propose the elliptic curve version of Shao's signature scheme.
Key Generation: Picks a random h h  , the verification algorithm outputs valid, otherwise it outputs invalid.
Elliptic Curve Blind Signature Scheme
In this subsection we describe an elliptic curve version of the blind signature scheme from subsection 3.2.
Key Generation: Picks a random In order to get the signature of a secret message m, the user asks the signer to initiate a communication.
Signature Generation (Blind Protocol 2):
In order to get a blind signature of a secret message m, the user asks the signer to initiate a communication: 
The elliptic curve blind signature of the message m is   
Security Analysis
In this section we discuss aspects of security of our signature schemes. 
Blindness
Non-forgeability of the signatures
The hardness of forgery in our signature schemes is determined by security parameters p and q . We let p be at least 512 bits and q be 160 bits. The security of our proposed signature schemes is based on the difficulty of solving the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem.
problem. We proved that our signature schemes meet the security requirements such as blindness, correctness and non-forgeability of the signatures.
